
 

Create a Twitter Moment Twitter Moments are personalized, topic-based collections of Tweets that are created automatically for you with the touch of a button. They make discovering relevant content easier by surfacing Tweets in one place. And most importantly, they make it simple to publicize your work on Twitter. Here's the recipe for creating your own Moment: -Make sure you're following all
the right accounts to capture the tweets you want in your moment -You'll also need to be logged into twitter -And then go into "moments" tab on twitter Lastly, scroll down and click "Create A New Moment". Fill in the form and add a title to your moment. Then, pick your favorite tweets from your search results and add them to the "moment". Here's a screenshot of the moment I created: see the
tweets from my search results? That's what I was talking about. You can make a preview of you Moment by going to the tab labeled "previews" using your Twitter account. It looks like this: There you can get a quick hands-on look at your Moment before you Tweet it out. After enough successful recommendations, the app will recommend you to download its paid version.

How to Use Twitter Tips for 24/7 Social Media Marketing Success If you've ever tried to follow the Twitter rules but still haven't figured out how to use Twitter effectively, then this is some great news. You don't have to know how it works in order to use it. That's because Twitter is a very simple social media marketing platform once you know how it works and why it's so effective for your
marketing efforts. Here are five quick tips on how you can use Twitter effectively every day for your business. Just posting your tweets isn't going to make them effective. You need to know how and when to use Twitter in order to get the most out of your efforts. Here's a quick overview of what you can do: You can create a Twitter account and start tweeting right away, but there are some very
important factors that will determine if your tweets will actually be effective. This is because Twitter is a social media marketing platform that is designed for you to connect with other people in your target audience. Once you understand these three fundamental concepts, then it becomes very simple to use Twitter every day for marketing purposes: 1.
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